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Preface

On 20 June 1940, George Orwell noted in his diary a particular fear 
 circulating amongst many writers of his acquaintance. With the evacu-
ation of dunkirk having just occurred and the French surrender only 
days away, it seemed like the German invasion of Britain was imminent. 
This had obvious implications for those who had public reputations as 
left-wing writers and anti-fascist activists, and Orwell recorded:

i notice that all the ‘left’ intellectuals i meet believe that hitler, if he gets here, 
will take the trouble to shoot people like ourselves and will have very extensive 
lists of undesirables. c[yril connolly] says there is a move on foot to get our 
police records (no doubt we all have them) at scotland Yard destroyed. some 
hope! The police are the very people who would go over to hitler once they were 
certain he had won.1

Of course, the invasion did not occur, and Orwell was not shot because of 
records the police held, but his distrust of how special Branch and other 
security agencies viewed left-wing intellectuals evidently remained. it 
rose to the surface again in december 1945, when he dedicated one of his 
Tribune columns to considering an incident that had recently occurred on 
the outskirts of hyde Park in london. The park, with its famed speakers’ 
corner, had long been regarded as a haven for free speech on controver-
sial topics, but a group of five men had just been convicted in court on 
the charge of ‘obstruction’, for selling leftist newspapers outside the park’s 
gates. For Orwell, the evidently partisan nature of these arrests and con-
victions came as no particular surprise. as he noted, ‘till quite recently 
“red” and “illegal” were almost synonymous, and it was always the seller 
of, say, the Daily Worker, never the seller of, say, the Daily Telegraph, who 
was moved on and generally harassed’.2 instead, what more intrigued 
Orwell about this incident was the wider question this posed about the 
entrenched sympathies of governmental agencies tasked with domestic 
political monitoring but hidden from public (and even parliamentary) 
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Prefaceviii

oversight. ‘When a labour Government takes over,’ Orwell asked, ‘i 
wonder what happens to scotland Yard special Branch? to Military 
intelligence? . . . We are not told, but such symptoms as there are do not 
suggest that any very extensive reshuffling is going on’.3

This book could be described as an attempt to finally address Orwell’s 
fears and understand how these evolving security–intelligence forces 
monitored the left-wing writers and artists of his generation. For many 
decades since Orwell’s article, such a project was an almost impossible 
task, for while the history of Britain’s intelligence services has long been a 
subject of public curiosity, it has also long been difficult terrain for schol-
arly investigation. unlike in the united states of america, where Freedom 
of information legislation introduced in the 1960s has given researchers at 
least some leverage to access files held by agencies such as the Federal 
Bureau of investigation,4 for most of the twentieth century the actual 
existence of Britain’s intelligence agencies was not officially acknowl-
edged and their records were exempt from public release. concurrently, 
the all-encompassing Official secrets act (1911) ensured that most mem-
oirs or media reports on the activity of Britain’s covert agencies fell under 
the purview of its wide definitions. The result has been a field of inquiry 
where credible historical information remained thin on the ground, and 
relatively few reputable scholarly works existed on intelligence matters.5

however, during the 1990s, with the implementation of the Waldegrave 
initiative on Open Government, the attitude of the British government 
towards opening the historical records of government agencies under-
went a significant shift.6 While still officially exempt from the Freedom 
of information act, the security service (more commonly known as 
Mi5, the name which i will generally use in this study), Britain’s domes-
tic intelligence agency, adopted a policy of opening a limited range of its 
historical records to public access (albeit with considerable internal and 
external resistance). The first official release of Mi5 files to the national 
archives occurred in 1997.7 The most recent release of security service 
files in 2012 brought the number of available files to slightly fewer than 
5,000 separate folders (or ‘pieces’, as termed by the national archives), 
covering the period from the official founding of the secret service 
Bureau in 1909 through to a cut-off point in the early 1960s, the point 
where the enforced fifty-year barrier of retention again draws the shut-
ters on the archival trail.

although such disclosures are a significant development, the files 
released to the national archives are still only a small fraction of Mi5’s 
records. it has been alleged that, in 1955, Mi5 held two million personal 
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Preface ix

files, which puts into perspective the limit of this new, lauded openness.8 
Moreover, as the service’s website makes clear, more than 375,000 of 
Mi5’s files have been destroyed and all material beyond the early 1960s is 
still retained.9 The files of Britain’s foreign intelligence service, the secret 
intelligence service (sis, more commonly known as Mi6), still remain 
for the foreseeable future firmly restricted,10 and special Branch has 
released only a handful of its records and destroyed much of the rest.11 
nonetheless, even given this constrained access, the selection of Mi5 files 
available at Kew offers a considerable bounty for researchers. They cover 
areas such as the founding and growth of the service, information on 
broad topics such as its intelligence policy, wartime activity, the organ-
isation and shifts of departmental structure, as well as detailed files on 
specific cases, operations, and individuals who attracted the attention of 
Mi5. consequently, the past decade has seen a rapid growth in the study 
of British intelligence history, resulting in media reports, scholarly art-
icles, and weighty books, culminating in 2009 with the publication of 
christopher andrew’s official history of Mi5.12

Out of this range of material that has now appeared in the archives, it 
has frequently been the release of the records kept on prominent British 
writers and intellectuals that has sparked some of the most sensational 
newspaper headlines and consequently received the widest public atten-
tion. The personal files of auden and Orwell released in 2007 were publi-
cised by the national archives as ‘highlight files’, resulting in widespread, 
if not particularly accurate, media reporting. The blurring between 
George Orwell’s dystopian literary work and actual historical surveillance 
lent itself to an obvious slant for reports: the Daily Telegraph’s headline, 
that ‘“Big Brother” was watching George Orwell’, was only one of many 
that seized upon this apparent crossover.13 The announcements were even 
more sensational in the case of auden, due to the links he held with Guy 
Burgess of the cambridge spy ring: ‘revealed: how auden may have 
helped Burgess to flee Britain’ (The Independent), ‘Mi5 suspected auden 
of aiding cambridge spies’ escape’ (The Guardian), ‘The maddening 
poet who slipped from Mi5’s grasp’ (The Times), and ‘auden suspected 
of helping cambridge ring’ (the Daily Telegraph) were just some of the 
headlines.

such reporting served a useful function in drawing attention to Mi5’s 
archival releases on these authors but tended only to discuss elements 
of the files that directly lent themselves to the conjuring of a celebrity 
spy affair. however, when one looks in more detail within these specific 
files and the broader Mi5 archive, it becomes apparent that a far more 
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Prefacex

complicated interaction was taking place in this era. auden and Orwell 
were just two of the many writers and intellectuals who, as a result of the 
political radicalisation that marked much of British culture of the 1930s, 
became involved with the political networks that were under surveillance 
by Mi5 – an agency that, in 1931, had been given a unique and powerful 
new mandate to pursue domestic subversion, and which, over the follow-
ing decades, penetrated and documented Britain’s radical networks to an 
unprecedented extent.

it is the project of this book, therefore, to map this intersection and 
present a detailed study of the files that Mi5 maintained on key cultural 
figures of this era. after chapter 1 describes the developments within (and 
intersections between) the spheres of British literary culture and intelli-
gence during the early and middle twentieth century, this book offers 
case studies dedicated to three significant and distinct clusters of writ-
ers. While these clusters vary in their geographical locations, social back-
grounds, and artistic modes, they share a common link through their 
affiliation with emerging left-wing cultural movements of the 1930s – affil-
iations that marked them as subjects of interest to security–intelligence 
forces, which then followed them through the shifting political terrain 
of the second World War and the cold War. chapter 2 considers the 
files maintained on the most famous 1930s literary group, the so-called 
auden circle of writers. Through close examination of the files of W. h. 
auden, cecil day-lewis, stephen spender, and christopher isherwood, 
this chapter questions how these authors, who have commonly been seen 
as the major current of left-wing literature in the 1930s, were actually 
viewed and investigated by state agencies, as well as how these links with 
the communist circles of the era would continue to haunt their profiles 
long after they renounced their views and became respected members of 
the establishment. chapter 3 examines the surveillance of working-class 
theatre pioneers ewan Maccoll (born James Miller) and Joan littlewood. 
They reached their peaks of fame in the 1950s and 1960s (littlewood for 
her work with Theatre Workshop and productions such as Oh What A 
Lovely War, Maccoll for his award-winning and chart-topping folk-music), 
and recent scholarship has re-evaluated their role in the development of 
a British theatrical avant-garde during the 1930s and 1940s – a view that 
was paralleled by Mi5 and police, who long maintained records on their 
performances, employment, and personal circumstances, and who came 
to suspect that the later success of Theatre Workshop was actually facili-
tated via silent communist Party support. The final chapter examines the 
files kept on George Orwell and arthur Koestler, two writers who came 
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Preface xi

to prominence as left-wing authors and journalists in the 1930s and who 
would both become leading intellectuals in the so-called democratic left 
at the emergence of the cold War; Animal Farm and Darkness at Noon 
became seminal anti-communist cold War literary texts read by genera-
tions of school students. Both had come under repeated British govern-
mental surveillance – Koestler for being a hungarian-born communist 
fleeing to Britain from europe, Orwell for being a known leftist under-
taking suspicious travels as well as wartime work for the BBc – and both 
would move across their lifetimes into complicated rapprochements with 
the secret state. They thus provide an apt case study to link in with the 
conclusion of the book, marking as they do the wider changes in the pol-
itical landscape from the pre-war optimism of British radical intellectu-
als through to the cold War disillusionment with the soviet union as 
the ‘God that Failed’ (as the influential collection of essays organised by 
richard crossman was titled in 1949), and indeed a pattern by which 
many of those previously regarded by Mi5 and special Branch as sub-
jects of political suspicion actually came to be courted by other covert 
branches of the British state as credible assets in the emerging struggle for 
hearts and minds during the cultural cold War.

as will be discussed in more detail in chapter 1, this is not the only 
possible way that such an interaction between British artistic and intel-
ligence spheres during the early and middle twentieth century can be 
analysed. For one, the 1930s was not the first decade in which authors 
were subject to state surveillance in Britain, and consequently this 
book does not address a range of Mi5 files held on authors (such as the  
far- right–affiliated ezra Pound) whose political affiliations and periods of 
activity are outside the direct frame of this present study.14 There are also 
the cases of other cultural forms monitored by Mi5 which are beyond the 
scope of this work to address. The interactions of Mi5 and special Branch 
with film societies and prominent film enthusiasts of this era is a crucial 
story that is told elsewhere, as is the surveillance that Mi5 maintained on 
radical literary magazines.15 and there are other groupings of important 
1930s writers who have Mi5 files but who do not feature in this book. 
although we have access to the files of ralph Fox, randall swingler, and 
John cornford (who were amongst the communist Party’s most import-
ant writers and critics in this decade), these did not lend themselves to 
a coherent section in this present study.16 There are also other files (such 
as those held on nancy cunard) which have not yet been released and 
have possibly been destroyed.17 however, while this study is by no means 
an exhaustive analysis of all the questions raised by these new archival 
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Prefacexii

resources, it does illuminate issues around a coherent group of files related 
to one significant literary–historical moment, and thus undertakes some 
of the first steps towards establishing a dialogue between the fields of 
intelligence history and literary history.18

addressing this range of files, this study has pursued several  overarching 
aims. The most direct task has been to piece together each fragmentary 
story that is the personal file of an individual writer, to understand elem-
ents such as what documents are actually in the file, why this individ-
ual came to security attention, the modes of surveillance deployed by 
security–intelligence agencies against this person, and the profile gener-
ated by intelligence officers when trying to interpret the activity of the 
writer. Given that detailed surveillance efforts will often have collected 
significant information that has otherwise been lost, the documents in an 
Mi5 file frequently present a distinct biographical resource. equally, the 
investigations and assessments of intelligence officers provide a silent coda 
to incidents and characters which sometimes feature in an author’s pub-
lished work, and thus i am interested in seeing how public literary writing 
and covert security assessments both entwine and conflict.

Beyond this, the book addresses several wider debates that these files 
raise. First, there is the question of what parallels or contrasts the archives 
of intelligence history have with the received literary–historical inter-
pretations of this era. as will be seen, the focus of Mi5’s accounts often 
diverges from what the literary historian would expect. some authors 
typically regarded as central to the left-wing culture of the decade were 
of  comparatively scant interest to Mi5, whereas other lesser-known indi-
viduals were observed with far greater attention, and some prominent 
examples of writing and activism were almost totally ignored by police and 
intelligence officers while others were recorded in detail. consequently, in 
considering an era when the role and impact of radical writing was sub-
ject to acute and unprecedented debate by authors, the files of Mi5 allow 
us to see where the British state security organs actually judged the poten-
tial political impact of such literary activism to be.

second, this book examines what these files can tell us about the inter-
actions between British authors, communist international (comintern) 
front groups, and the soviet union. it has long been suggested that these 
authors and intellectuals were one of the most important avenues by 
which the soviet union garnered support in the West. david caute, for 
instance, has characterised this period (1928–1956) as the era in which 
‘some of the most distinguished writers, philosophers, critics, scientists, 
and publicists of the West became communists or fellow-travellers’, 
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Preface xiii

defining a fellow-traveller as an intellectual who voiced sympathy for 
soviet communism but eschewed rank-and-file Party membership or 
orthodox Marxist beliefs. caute argued that, while their literary or cul-
tural productions were often at odds with the standard Party line, these 
fellow-travellers were nonetheless valued by the soviet union due to the 
three main contributions they could offer: ‘political journalism, member-
ship of communist front organizations, and, where appropriate, the loan of 
their prestige, their lustre, the respect in which they [were] widely held’.19 
although caute argued for an uneasy alliance, other prominent accounts 
have cast a far darker role, and suggested that it was through these ideo-
logical channels that a deep red stain seeped in. Thus stephen Koch has 
alleged that the comintern propaganda guru Willi Münzenberg manipu-
lated these authors to spread the soviet union’s influence in the West 
via an intricate and tightly controlled campaign, which wore the sheep’s 
clothing of the Popular Front and anti-fascism to hide its stalinist body. 
Koch asserts that this campaign to ‘stalinize Bloomsbury taste’ operated 
by seducing well-meaning but naive authors into ‘directing opinion in 
every area from the theatre and art to sports’, conducted through myriad 
front organisations controlled by Münzenberg and his cast of shady lieu-
tenants.20 These writers were cultivated not only as dependable mouth-
pieces (so the story goes), but also as potential spies: for this cultural 
world formed a path that led to a ‘point of intersection between propa-
ganda and espionage’ – a point that, Koch alleges, some crossed.21 Koch’s 
account is dubious for many reasons (as others have already pointed out).22 
nonetheless, access to the Mi5 archives raises the question again of to 
what extent these fears were shared by British security forces of the era, 
and whether their records provide new evidence to substantiate or finally 
debunk such a claim.

This leads to the third overarching question that has shaped this study, 
which is how this interaction with covert British governmental agencies 
actually affected the careers of these authors or the cultural developments 
of the period. scholars of twentieth-century american literature have long 
pointed to the chilling effect various red scares had upon cultural devel-
opments in the united states, whether created by the public hearings of 
bodies such as the house un-american activities committee (huac) or 
in the clandestine crusades waged by J. edgar hoover and the FBi against 
those suspected of being dissidents or subversives. as claire a. culleton 
has argued, ‘File evidence makes it manifestly clear that the bureau [FBi] 
worked to discredit writers, editors, and publishers; to harass and belea-
guer them; to incriminate them; and to limit their access to publication, 
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Prefacexiv

their nomination for awards and prizes, and their  opportunities to  present 
their work in public arenas, all at precisely the time when literary mod-
ernism was gaining strength and strengthening its morale’.23

access to the security–intelligence files from British agencies therefore 
begs the question of whether any similar dynamic was in process across 
the atlantic, although it is immediately clear that Mi5 showed noth-
ing like the same anti-communist zeal that possessed its counterparts in 
america. instead, as this book will show, Mi5’s activity was much more 
circumspect and rarely resulted in direct forms of censorship. Mi5 or 
special Branch had almost no power to directly block literature on polit-
ically radical topics, and therefore their impact was little like that of the 
home Office, which had the ability to prohibit works deemed obscene, or 
the lord chamberlain, who could vet and censor any play script before 
its public performance.24 equally, even when an author was the subject of 
an active file, much of the material gathered was bureaucratic and incon-
clusive. Files rarely climaxed with an explosive arrest or definitive assess-
ment of the case, but instead tended to grow over the years in fits and 
starts, as reports were submitted, analysed, filed, and forgotten, until an 
incident months later caused the case to be looked into again. indeed, 
given Orwell’s fears about the secret watchers he faced, and the news-
paper headlines claiming such authors were subject to an all-seeing gaze, 
one of the necessary tasks of this book is to give a proper sense of the ban-
ality often found in the files, in order to puncture the mystique of Mi5’s 
methods and show the anti-climactic paperwork that typically filled an 
intelligence officer’s day.

But even if some of the more sensational preconceptions are dismissed, 
it does not render these files a neutral or benign force, and the profiles 
generated from this surveillance will be seen to have silently affected the 
careers of writers in important if unpredictable instances. crucially, how-
ever, this interaction with the secret state was not always a one-way track. 
While some authors noticed their mail was mysteriously delayed or inex-
plicably found themselves barred from work at the BBc, other authors 
were quite witting in their engagement with such agencies when it suited 
their needs, and thus one of the main lineages that this book will go 
on to trace is how certain radicals of the 1930s managed to rehabilitate 
themselves in the eyes of the British security establishment and enter into 
the covert governmental networks from which they had previously been 
barred.

This project has incurred debts to numerous people and organisations, 
and here i can only try to list the main few. The majority of the research 
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Preface xv

for this book was carried out while i was a university of Queensland 
Postdoctoral research Fellow, and i am grateful for this period of research 
funding, as well as the advice and discussions i had about this project with 
many of my colleagues in the school of english, Media studies, and art 
history. The final stages of the book were completed while i was a British 
academy Postdoctoral Fellow at the university of Oxford, and again i 
am indebted to colleagues in the Faculty of english and new college 
with whom i discussed this work. at cambridge university Press, ray 
ryan saw the potential in this project in the very early stages and encour-
aged it through to completion, and the anonymous readers of the manu-
script provided a range of astute suggestions for revisions. i owe particular 
thanks to two other people: simone Bovair, whose research assistance 
allowed me to chase up many files and references from the other side of 
the world, and Becky Williams, to whom i owe more than i could ever 
convey.

t he struct ur e of a n mi5  f i L e

The security service files released to the national archives in Kew, 
london, can all be found in the Public records Office under the depart-
ment code of Kv, further broken down into series of files that include 
Kv 1 (historical reports, mainly concerning the First World War), Kv 2 
(personal files), Kv 3 (subject files), Kv 4 (policy files), Kv 5 (organisa-
tion files), and Kv 6 (list files). The case studies offered in this book are 
primarily based around selected Kv 2 personal files. The various personal 
files now make up nearly three-quarters of the total files available at Kew 
and were originally opened by the security service on individuals deemed 
to be of sufficient interest to necessitate the dedication of a specific folder 
to them; individuals of minor interest might only have been noted in 
cross references in the registry card index.25 Those personal files that sur-
vive are usually originals, with occasional photocopied pages when mater-
ial has been retained due to redaction. however, some are created from 
microfilm and thus are entirely reproductions. Most material is, physic-
ally, in good condition, and only the occasional leaf (often special Branch 
reports) has suffered enough damage to make sections illegible.

a Kv 2 file is typically contained within a buff folder, the cover of 
which specifies the original Mi5 registry reference number, provides 
cross references to other directly relevant files (such as family members 
with a file), and a list detailing when the file had been withdrawn and 
returned to the Mi5 registry. a personal file dedicated to an individual of 
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Prefacexvi

minor security interest would normally only occupy a single folder, but 
files dedicated to Party officials or suspected soviet agents frequently run 
to ten or twenty folders with thousands of entries all told. inside the cov-
ers, material is normally loosely bound with treasury tags. The first docu-
ments inside a personal file will normally be the minute sheets, which 
provide a chronological description of material that has been entered in 
the file and the date it was added, and sometimes brief comments (‘min-
utes’) by an officer as the case proceeded. after the minute sheets there is 
also often a photo of the subject and particulars from his or her passport 
applications, which provided a quick reference point to establish the iden-
tity, appearance, and handwriting of the subject.

The main substance of the file consists of what are termed the seri-
als: the various letters, documents, reports, notes, and extracts gath-
ered on the subject, which were individually numbered to correspond 
to the minute sheet (serial 1a, for example, corresponds to minute 1) and 
then entered into the file in chronological order. serials can be almost 
anything; some of the most typical materials are copies of interdicted 
mail items, reports from special Branch officers, letters from provin-
cial chief constables, correspondence between Mi5 and sis, internal 
notes between Mi5 officers, requests from the BBc and other govern-
ment departments for vetting and transcripts of taped telephone calls, 
or discussions in bugged rooms. Many serials, though, do not have a 
covert origin, and in some files clippings from newspapers or copies 
of pamphlets make up a significant proportion of the content entered. 
Whatever the origin, serials entered in a file are often annotated by an 
Mi5 hand, with names underlined, significant information marked 
out by marginal notation and cross references to other files added in. 
(surnames in Mi5 and special Branch documents were typically typed 
out in block capitals, but i have not followed this practice when quoting 
from them.) sometimes, material was entered into a file months or years 
after it was originally composed because it belatedly came to someone’s 
attention, but in my referencing in this study i generally give the docu-
ment’s original date, only drawing attention to the date it was entered if 
this seems to have some significance.

all Mi5 files were obviously highly restricted and access to their infor-
mation was limited to a small cadre of intelligence officers and civil serv-
ants, but the actual security markings on individual files and documents 
in this era were haphazard, little resembling the standard Whitehall-wide 
system that is now in place.26 Many undoubtedly sensitive documents 
carry no specific security markings, while others carry the more familiar 
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Preface xvii

designations of confidential, secret, Most secret, or top secret (a level 
that replaced the confusing ‘Most secret’ during the second World War). 
When present, these classification levels were applied by different agen-
cies in different ways and often seem to have little relation to the secrecy 
of the material contained – standard police reports (for example) were 
often stamped ‘secret’ when sent to Mi5 even though they contained 
only trivial information from routine police work, whereas foreign intelli-
gence reports from sis (so-called cX reports) were often also designated 
‘secret’ even though they involved intelligence liaisons of international 
sensitivity. There is also the occasional item classified as ‘top secret’ with 
the presence of an additional codeword designating that the material was 
related to a particularly sensitive source or operation and was subject to 
restricted dissemination even amongst those generally able to see top 
secret material. additionally, some files indicate on their covers that they 
were ‘Y-Files’, which meant that they were considered to be of special sen-
sitivity and therefore removed from the general registry and personally 
held by a specific officer (a process called ‘Y-Boxing’).27 ‘Y-Boxing’ appears 
to have frequently occurred to files associated with the Burgess-Maclean 
case, with the result that the files of the auden circle (whose personal 
files often still bear Y-File markings) suddenly became amongst the more 
restricted held by Mi5. But it should be emphasised that the security clas-
sification of a document is generally a poor guide to its actual research 
interest: Much of the top secret material derived from covert bugging is 
little more than garbled gossip, sensitive only because of its clandestine 
method of collection, whereas some of the most important material (at 
least from the perspective of this study) can be found in otherwise routine 
government forms.

a hurdle often faced is the issue of redaction, or the removal of areas 
of a file before it was released to the national archives. almost all of 
the Kv files i consulted have some degree of redaction, the presence of 
which is indicated on a page by a whited-out section and a red stamp 
citing section 3(4) of the Public record Office act. More often than not 
this redaction is minor, consisting only of the removal of the name of 
an individual involved in secret work. Occasionally the redactions are 
more substantial, and entries on minute sheets and corresponding seri-
als have been removed in their entirety and replaced with blank pages 
bearing the red stamp. sis telegrams seem to be particularly susceptible 
to such treatment, as most aspects of sis’s history are still withheld 
from public release. But often the redactions themselves appear to have 
been done in a haphazard way: a letter in one file might, for example, 
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Prefacexviii

have different redactions from an otherwise identical copy of the letter 
found in a separate file.

even when a file or document has not been redacted, there are still 
various difficulties to be faced when assessing its content. Often a ser-
ial will not be a full document but instead only a short extract, which 
can generate problems in understanding the context of the information. 
although officers frequently signed their names on their reports, there are 
also many documents in which the author or the addressee is only iden-
tified by his or her section code (or the signature is illegible), which can 
again present the researcher problems in working out who actually wrote 
or read a piece. Other documents dealing with sensitive sources deliber-
ately do not detail what this source actually is. Thus, reports based on 
covert human informants almost never give the source’s name; instead, 
they normally use a codename and the designation of the handling offi-
cer. all of these were security devices, but this also means that the later 
researcher is often faced with a puzzle in trying to work out a document’s 
origin or how pieces of the file should be put together. in compiling the 
endnotes in this study, i have followed the principle of providing as much 
specific information about each document as is available and practical, in 
order to give the fullest picture of sometimes obscure documents and ren-
der them easily locatable in the national archives if anyone so desires.
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xix

Abbreviations

BBc  British Broadcasting corporation
BBFc  British Board of Film censors
BYFc  British Youth Festival committee
ccF  congress for cultural Freedom
cia  central intelligence agency (united states)
comintern  communist international
cPGB  communist Party of Great Britain
cPhQ  communist Party of Great Britain headquarters 

(King street, london)
crd  cultural relations department (united Kingdom)
department eh  electra house (propaganda department controlled 

by FO) (united Kingdom)
FBi  Federal Bureau of investigation (united states)
FO  Foreign Office (united Kingdom)
GPO  General Post Office (united Kingdom)
hOW  home Office Warrant
huac  house un-american activities committee (united 

states)
ilP  independent labour Party (united Kingdom)
ird  information research department (united 

Kingdom)
KGB  committee for state security (ussr)
Kv  Papers of the security service, national archives 

(united Kingdom)
Mi5  security service (united Kingdom)
Mi6  see sis
MOi  Ministry of information (united Kingdom)
Pid  Political intelligence department (FO, also cover 

name for PWe) (united Kingdom)
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Abbreviationsxx

POuM  Workers’ Party of Marxist unification (spain)
PWe  Political Warfare executive (united Kingdom)
scr  society for cultural relations with the ussr
shaeF  supreme headquarters allied expeditionary Force
sis  secret intelligence service (united Kingdom)
sOe  special Operations executive (united Kingdom)
special Branch  Metropolitan Police special Branch
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